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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, FINDING AND RECOMMENDATION FOR THE
EXPLANATORY REPORT OF THE
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON DELEGATED LEGISLATION
IN RELATION TO THE

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT (REDEPLOYMENT AND REDUNDANCY) REGULATIONS 2014

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1

The Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014
(Instrument) were published in the Government Gazette on 30 December 2014 and
tabled in the Legislative Council on 19 February 2015. It stood referred to the Joint
Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation (Committee) upon its gazettal.

2

The Committee observes that, on 24 February 2015, Hon Kate Doust MLC gave
notice of motion in the Legislative Council to disallow regulations 28 to 38 of the
Instrument. The notice of motion to disallow moved pro forma on 10 March 2015
(Disallowance Motion). The Committee resolved to prepare this Report to assist the
Houses of Parliament during debate on the Disallowance Motion and any other
disallowance motion affecting the Instrument.

3

The Instrument prescribes the administrative procedures by which Public Sector
employees can access, and be subject to, the enhanced and more flexible
redeployment and redundancy arrangements introduced into the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 by Part 3 of the Workforce Reform Act 2014 on 1 July 2014.
The introduction of the involuntary severance of Public Sector employees was perhaps
one of the most significant changes brought in by those amendments. The substantive
provisions of the Instrument commenced operation on 1 May 2015.

4

The Committee finds that the Instrument is within power. However, there is the
potential for the Instrument to be inconsistent with the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth), and
therefore, in breach of section 109 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution
Act, whenever the Instrument applies to a State Public Sector employee whose
employment conditions are governed by the national system of industrial relations.
The State Government has confirmed to the Committee that it is aware of this
potential and accepts that, in certain limited circumstances, the Instrument must yield
to the national system to the extent of any inconsistency. There are currently no State
Public Sector employees who fall within the national system.
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5

This Report provides information about the manner in which certain redeployment
and redundancy payments will be made to employees to whom the Instrument applies,
including any State Public Sector employees who fall within the national system.

6

Finally, the Committee notes that the Disallowance Motion affects only selected
provisions of the Instrument, some of which are not easily severed from the
Instrument.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7

The Finding and Recommendation are grouped as they appear in the text at the page
number indicated:

Page 7
Finding 1: The Committee finds that, although it is acknowledged there is the potential
for inconsistency with Commonwealth law, the Public Sector Management
(Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014 are within power.
Page 10
Recommendation 1: The Committee recommends that the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly take note of the information contained in this Report for the
purpose of considering any disallowance motion in relation to the Public Sector
Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014.
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EXPLANATORY REPORT OF THE
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON DELEGATED LEGISLATION
IN RELATION TO THE

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT (REDEPLOYMENT AND REDUNDANCY) REGULATIONS 2014

1

REFERENCE AND PROCEDURE

1.1

The Parliament of Western Australia has delegated the role of scrutinising subsidiary
legislation to the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation (Committee)
against four Terms of Reference. 1

1.2

The Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014
(Instrument) (reproduced in Appendix 1) were published in the Government Gazette
on 30 December 2014 and tabled in the Legislative Council on 19 February 2015.
The Instrument falls within the definition of ‘instrument’ in the Committee’s Terms of
Reference. 2 As such, it stood referred to the Committee upon its gazettal. 3

1.3

An instrument is subject to disallowance once it is tabled in the Parliament. 4 The
Committee observes that, on 24 February 2015, Hon Kate Doust MLC gave notice of
motion in the Legislative Council to disallow regulations 28 to 38 of the Instrument. 5
The notice of motion to disallow moved pro forma on 10 March 2015 (Disallowance
Motion). 6

1.4

In relation to the Instrument, the Committee undertook its usual process of scrutiny,
which, among other things, involves:
•

consideration of the instrument and the empowering Act;

•

consideration of the explanatory material provided by the relevant law-making
authority;

1

“In its consideration of an instrument, the Committee is to inquire whether the instrument (a) is within
power; (b) has no unintended effect on any person’s existing rights or interests; (c) provides an effective
mechanism for the review of administrative decisions; and (d) contains only matter that is appropriate
for subsidiary legislation.”: Schedule 1, Clause 10.6 of the Standing Orders of the Legislative Council.

2

See Term of Reference 10.8.

3

By virtue of the Committee’s Term of Reference 10.5.

4

Section 42(2) of the Interpretation Act 1984.

5

Hon Kate Doust MLC, Parliament of Western Australia, Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates
(Hansard), 24 February 2015, p498.

6

Standing Order 67(3) of the Standing Orders of the Legislative Council.
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•

research; and

•

liaising with the relevant law-making authority.

1.5

In this case, the Committee also considered a submission from the Community &
Public Sector Union/Civil Service Association of WA.

1.6

The Committee resolved to prepare this Report to assist the Houses of Parliament
during debate on the Disallowance Motion and any other disallowance motion
affecting the Instrument.

2

BACKGROUND

2.1

The Instrument was made pursuant to the amendments to the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 (PSM Act) contained in Part 3 of the Workforce Reform Act
2014 (WR Act), which commenced operation on 1 July 2014. Among other things,
Part 3 of the WR Act aimed:
to provide the capacity to implement enhanced and more flexible
redeployment arrangements that may ultimately end with the
involuntary severance of [Public Sector] employees that are surplus to
an agency’s requirements or whose post, office or position has been
abolished and cannot effectively be redeployed; 7

2.2

The introduction of the involuntary severance of Public Sector employees was perhaps
one of the most significant changes brought in by the WR Act.

2.3

The Instrument repeals and replaces the Public Sector Management (Redeployment
and Redundancy) Regulations 1994 and applies “across the public sector”. 8 The
substantive provisions of the Instrument commenced operation on 1 May 2015. 9

2.4

A ‘registrable employee’ is defined in the PSM Act as a person:
a)

who is surplus to the requirements of a department or organisation; or

b)

whose office, post or position has been abolished; or

c)

in a category prescribed by the regulations (the Committee notes that there is
no such prescription in the Instrument). 10

7

Workforce Reform Bill 2013, Explanatory Memorandum, p1.

8

Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014, Explanatory
Memorandum, p1. For more information about the application of the Public Sector Management
(Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014, refer to paragraphs 3.2 to 3.5.

9

Regulation 2(b) of the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014.

10

Section 94(1A) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.
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2.5

The Instrument prescribes the administrative procedures by which registrable
employees and registered employees can access, and be subject to, the following
redeployment and redundancy arrangements:
•

internal transfers for registrable employees; 11

•

voluntary severance and the associated payment entitlements for registrable
employees; 12

•

special leave for registered employees to attend employment interviews,
career counselling and financial counselling; 13

•

retraining for registered employees; 14

•

redeployment within and outside of the Public Sector and the associated
payment entitlements for registered employees. 15 If the Public Sector
Commissioner is satisfied that, among other things, a registered employee has
received an offer for ‘suitable employment’, the Commissioner may direct
him or her to accept the offer of redeployment. 16 This is explicitly authorised
by section 94(3)(c)(i) of the PSM Act; and

•

redundancy for registered employees and the associated payment entitlements.
The Committee notes that regulation 30 provides that a registered employee is
automatically terminated on the day after the last day of their redeployment
period, which will generally be six months, commencing on the day of their
registration. 17

2.6

The Instrument also provides for any affected employees to accept employment within
the same department or organisation where the department or organisation has had all
or part of its activities privatised or shifted to a contractor outside of the Public
Sector. 18 If an affected employee receives an offer of a ‘suitable office, post or
position’, 19 their employing authority may direct the employee to accept the offer. 20
This direction is explicitly authorised by section 94(2)(b)(i) of the PSM Act.

11

Regulation 10 of the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014.

12

ibid, Part 3.

13

ibid, regulation 19.

14

ibid, regulation 20.

15

ibid, Part 5.

16

ibid, regulation 23.

17

ibid, Part 6.

18

ibid, Part 7.

19

See section 94(6) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 and ibid, regulation 7.
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3

STATUTORY FRAMEWORK

Regulation-Making Power
3.1

The Instrument is made pursuant to sections 94 and 95A, read in conjunction with
section 108 of the PSM Act.

Interplay with the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth)
Instrument is Within Power
3.2

Subject to the limits of application prescribed in regulation 5, the Instrument applies
only to all employees 21 in ‘departments’ and ‘organisations’. 22 This is distinct from
all employees in the ‘Public Sector’. 23

3.3

The Committee notes that the Instrument does not apply to people who are employed
by the bodies listed in Schedule 1 of the PSM Act, including ‘government trading
enterprises’, because these entities:
•

are not departments; 24 and

•

are excluded from the definition of ‘organisation’ under that Act. 25

3.4

These Schedule 1 entities include any port authority established under the Port
Authorities Act 1999, the Water Corporation, Western Power and Racing and
Wagering Western Australia. Schedule 1 is reproduced in Appendix 2.

3.5

The Committee also notes that the Instrument does not apply to ‘ministerial offices’, 26
despite the fact that they are included in the entities which make up the definition of
the State’s ‘Public Sector’. 27

20

Regulations 38(2) to (4) of the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations
2014.

21

“employee means a person employed in the Public Sector by or under an employing authority” and
‘employing authority’ is defined in section 5: section 3 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.

22

Regulation 4 of the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014.
‘Department’ and ‘organisation’ are defined in section 3 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.

23

“Public Sector means all — (a) the agencies; and (b) the ministerial offices; and (c) the non-SES
organisations” and “agency means — (a) a department; or (b) a SES organisation”: section 3 of the
Public Sector Management Act 1994. See further, paragraph 3.5.

24

Sections 3 and 35 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.

25

“organisation means a non-SES organisation or SES organisation”: section 3 of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994. The entities listed in Schedule 1 of that Act are not ‘SES organisations’ (see
section 3 and Schedule 2) and they are explicitly excluded from the definition of ‘non-SES organisations’
(see section 3 and Schedule 1).

26

“ministerial office means one or more ministerial officers appointed to assist a particular political office
holder”: section 3 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.
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3.6

In Western Australia, the employment conditions of most Public Sector and local
government employees are governed by the state system of industrial relations.
However, it is possible for some State Public Sector or local government employers to
have registered agreements in the national system. Employees covered by those
agreements fall within the national system. 28 According to the Public Sector
Commission, as advised by the Department of Commerce (Labour Relations), there
are currently no Public Sector employees who fall into this category. 29

3.7

Despite the fact that there are currently no national system State Public Sector
employees (NSSPS employees), the Instrument appears to have been drafted with
these employees in mind, as there are references to employees for whom “all or some
of the conditions of employment are determined under a Commonwealth award”. 30
As the NSSPS employees are employed by the State Public Sector, the Committee is
satisfied that there is a sufficient nexus between these employees and the State to
authorise the State Government to make a law governing aspects of their employment.
The subject matter of the Instrument is also authorised and contemplated by the PSM
Act.

3.8

However, the Committee was concerned that any overlap or conflict between the
Instrument and the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (FW Act) in relation to the NSSPS
employees would render the Instrument invalid to the extent of any inconsistency,
pursuant to section 109 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act
(Commonwealth Constitution). 31

3.9

Regulations 13, 25, 26 and 40 are examples of provisions which stand out as
potentially breaching section 109. These provisions prescribe methods of calculating
payments and other benefits which are to be given to employees in circumstances of
redeployment and redundancy. Regulations 13(6), 25(6), 26(5) and 40(4) provide that
NSSPS employees are not entitled to any payment provided for by the preceding
subregulations. However, regulations 13(7), 25(7), 26(6) and 40(5) then prescribe that
such an employee is entitled to a payment that is determined by their employing
authority (or the Public Sector Commissioner, in the case of regulation 40) and is
capped at the amount which would have been payable had the employee been covered
by the state system. The Committee notes that the substance of these provisions

27

Refer to footnote 23 for the definition of ‘Public Sector’ in the Public Sector Management Act 1994.

28

http://www.fairwork.gov.au/about-us/the-fair-work-system, (viewed on 18 March 2015).

29

Email from Mr Lindsay Warner, Director Policy and Reform, Accountability, Policy and Performance
Division, Public Sector Commission, 23 March 2015.

30

For example, regulation 13(6). ‘Commonwealth award’ is defined as “(a) a modern award, enterprise
agreement or workplace determination made under the Fair Work Act 2009 (Commonwealth); or (b) a
transitional instrument as defined in the Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential
Amendments) Act 2009 (Commonwealth) Schedule 2 item 2”: regulation 3(1).

31

Section 109 provides that “When a law of a State is inconsistent with a law of the Commonwealth, the
latter shall prevail, and the former shall, to the extent of the inconsistency, be invalid.”
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already existed in the regulations which were repealed and replaced by this
Instrument. 32 It appears that those existing provisions were part of the original Public
Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 1994.
3.10

The Committee was concerned that the above provisions may trigger section 109 of
the Commonwealth Constitution, either on the basis that:
•

they attempt to override the operation of a Commonwealth award.33 In
contrast, section 29 of the FW Act provides that a FW Act modern award or
enterprise agreement prevails over a law of a State or Territory to the extent of
any inconsistency; or

•

the FW Act already provides for the calculation of these payments and
benefits to NSSPS employees. Sections 26 to 28 of the FW Act provides that
it is intended to apply to the exclusion of all State or Territory industrial laws
(except in relation to certain prescribed matters) so far as they would
otherwise apply in relation to a ‘national system employee’ 34 or a ‘national
system employer’. 35

3.11

There may be other, less obvious, areas in which the Instrument overlaps or conflicts
with the FW Act. However, the Committee notes that redundancy payment
calculations and minimum redundancy payments prescribed under Part 6 of the
Instrument do not discriminate between employees under the state and national
systems. The Explanatory Memorandum explained that the minimum redundancy
payments set out in the table to regulation 34 reflect those prescribed under the FW
Act. 36

3.12

The Committee raised the above concerns with the Public Sector Commission, which
advised that the State Government is well aware of the potential application of section
109 of the Commonwealth Constitution on the Instrument. It accepts that, in certain
limited circumstances, the Instrument must yield to the FW Act to the extent of any
inconsistency:
We are aware of the federal jurisdictional arguments about
‘constitutional corporations’ which may potentially affect some State

32

See regulations 20(5), 18(7), 19(5) and 9(5) of the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and
Redundancy) Regulations 1994: Email from Mr Lindsay Warner, Director Policy and Reform,
Accountability, Policy and Performance Division, Public Sector Commission, 23 March 2015.

33

Among other things, section 95B of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 provides that regulations
referred to in section 94 or 95A (this would include the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and
Redundancy) Regulations 2014) prevail, to the extent of any inconsistency, over the terms and conditions
applying to an employee’s employment under a contract of employment.

34

See sections 12 and 13 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth).

35

See ibid, sections 12 and 14.

36

See ibid, section 119(2) (Part 2-2, Division 11).
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public sector agencies. As provided in our response of 23 March,
although we understand that there are currently no employees
employed under agreements registered under the federal system, we
accept that it is possible for some WA State Government employees to
be covered by Commonwealth awards in the event there was a
judicial finding that their employer was a constitutional corporation.
We understand there to be no inconsistency at present. In the event of
a court or tribunal’s finding of a particular state instrumentality to be
a constitutional corporation, to the extent of an inconsistency the
Commonwealth legislation would prevail and the state arrangements
would fall away or be read down.
We anticipate that where such a finding arises in the future that this
would be dealt with on a case by case basis and we accept the
operation of s109 of the Constitution may potentially be applicable. 37
3.13

Section 109 of the Commonwealth Constitution would operate to invalidate, rather
than void, any inconsistent aspects of the Instrument. As such, the Committee is of
the view that the Instrument can exist alongside the FW Act. The application
provisions of the FW Act (see Part 1-3, Division 2, particularly sections 26 to 29)
appear to be consistent with this view.

Finding 1: The Committee finds that, although it is acknowledged there is the potential
for inconsistency with Commonwealth law, the Public Sector Management
(Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014 are within power.

Redeployment and Redundancy Payments
3.14

With respect to the payment calculations prescribed in regulations 13(7), 25(7), 26(6)
and 40(5) (discussed in paragraph 3.9), the Committee was advised that these
provisions operate to supplement, not replace, the payment which a NSSPS employee
is entitled to receive under their Commonwealth award. 38 These provisions recognise
that the terms of any applicable Commonwealth award prevail over the Instrument 39
and, in addition, they seek to provide a ‘top up’ payment, under the state system, when
the Commonwealth award payment is lower than the payment which would otherwise

37

Email from Mr Lindsay Warner, Director Policy and Reform, Accountability, Policy and Performance
Division, Public Sector Commission, 24 March 2015.

38

Refer to footnote 30 for the definition of ‘Commonwealth award’ in the Public Sector Management
(Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014.

39

Although the provisions are silent on this issue.
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have been payable under the Instrument. The Public Sector Commission provided the
following explanation:
Operationally, the Regulations provide the capacity to supplement
any payment made under a Commonwealth arrangement to the extent
that a payment is no greater than that provided for in the Regulations.
These provisions are long standing and are intended to provide a
safety net to ensure consistency of application across all WA public
sector employees. Such provisions would only be applicable where
the benefits provided for in a Commonwealth award are less than that
provided for under the Regulations.
Of course, where a
Commonwealth award provides for benefits greater than that
provided for in the Regulations, such State provisions would not be
applied and those employees would enjoy the benefits provided to
them by that federal instrument. 40
3.15

However, the relevant provisions do not provide for this “long standing” method of
payment that is described by the Public Sector Commission. The provisions provide
only that the employing authority (or the Public Sector Commissioner, in the case of
regulation 40) has a discretion to make a payment to an affected NSSPS employee.
The Committee was advised that, in practice, these payments are supplementary in
nature, but only when the Commonwealth award payment falls short of the payment
which would otherwise have been payable under the state system. 41

3.16

When the Committee queried how the employing authority or the Public Sector
Commissioner would determine the amount of any payment made pursuant to
regulations 13(7), 25(7), 26(6) and 40(5), the Public Sector Commission advised that:
It is intended that the employing authority or the Commissioner, in
determining how much the employee is entitled to be paid, would
apply the terms of the Regulations and act in accordance with a
Commissioner’s instruction issued pursuant to s.22A of the Public
Sector Management Act 1994. 42

40

Email from Mr Lindsay Warner, Director Policy and Reform, Accountability, Policy and Performance
Division, Public Sector Commission, 24 March 2015.

41

Ibid.

42

Email from Mr Lindsay Warner, Director Policy and Reform, Accountability, Policy and Performance
Division, Public Sector Commission, 23 March 2015.
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3.17

Commissioner’s instructions are binding in nature. All Public Sector employees are
generally required to comply with Commissioner’s instructions and are susceptible to
disciplinary procedures if they do not follow or if they contravene an instruction. 43

3.18

The Committee sought a copy of the Commissioner’s instruction which would apply
when determining how much to pay a NSSPS employee pursuant to the relevant
provisions. In response, the Premier provided a copy of the Commissioner’s
instruction and advised that it was still in draft form, although it is not anticipated that
the provisions relating to payments made under regulations 13, 25, 26 and 40 will be
subject to change. 44 After considering the document, the Committee confirmed that
the draft Commissioner’s instruction will require the employing authority, or the
Public Sector Commissioner, where applicable, to pay NSSPS employees in the “long
standing” manner which is described in paragraph 3.14.

3.19

To assist the Houses, the Committee has produced a flow chart which summarises the
manner in which redeployment and redundancy payments will be made to employees
to whom the Instrument applies, including any NSSPS employees. This flow chart
appears in Appendix 3.

4

SEVERABILITY OF PROVISIONS SUBJECT TO DISALLOWANCE MOTION

4.1

As stated in paragraph 1.3, the Disallowance Motion affects regulations 28 to 38 of
the Instrument. The Committee notes that, of these provisions, regulations 28, 32, 33,
35, 37 and 38 are referred to in other parts of the Instrument which are not subject to
the Disallowance Motion. If the Legislative Council agrees to the Disallowance
Motion, those references will, at best, be meaningless. At worst, the meaningless
references may cause the remaining parts of the Instrument to be unworkable.

4.2

For example, regulations 37 and 38 (in Part 7 of the Instrument) are particularly
difficult to sever. These two provisions establish the process for dealing with the
redeployment of Public Sector employees whose positions are affected by the
privatisation and/or contracting out of their department or organisation’s activities.
The provisions are required by, and relied upon for the operation of, the remaining
provisions in Part 7.

5

CONCLUSION

5.1

The Committee concludes that the Instrument is within power. It commends this
Report to the Houses of Parliament for the purpose of assisting debate on the
Disallowance Motion and any other disallowance motion affecting the Instrument.

43

For example, refer to sections 9 (“Principles of conduct by public sector bodies etc”), 30 (“Duties of
CEOs and chief employees when performing functions”), 32 (“CEOs and chief employees to comply with
directions etc. of responsible authority”), 80 (“Breaches of discipline, defined”) and Part 5 (“Substandard
performance and disciplinary matters”) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.

44

Letter from Hon Colin Barnett MLA, Premier, 17 April 2015.
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6

RECOMMENDATION

6.1

The Committee makes the following recommendation:

Recommendation 1: The Committee recommends that the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly take note of the information contained in this Report for the
purpose of considering any disallowance motion in relation to the Public Sector
Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014.

__________________
Mr Peter Abetz MLA
Chairman
7 May 2015
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APPENDIX 3
REDUNDANCY AND REDEPLOYMENT PAYMENTS
FLOW CHART
Commissioner = Public Sector Commissioner
Cth Award = ‘Commonwealth award’ as defined in regulation 3 of the Public Sector
Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014 45
Regs = Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 2014
regulations 13, 25, 26 and 40 of the Regs
National System State Public Sector employee?
employment conditions governed by Cth Award and National System

•
•
•

Yes
rare
Regs (State System) calculations do not apply:
regulations 13(6), 25(6), 26(5), 40(4)
employing authority/Commissioner to make
payment pursuant to Cth Award: Regs silent on this

Cth Award payment greater than/equal to
hypothetical State System payment
1. employing authority/Commissioner
will only make Cth Award payment:
Regs silent on this
2. employing authority/Commissioner
has discretion to make a ‘top up’
supplementary State System
payment. ‘Top up’ payment capped
at amount that would have been
payable under just the State System:
regulations 13(7), 25(7), 26(6), 40(5)
In practice, employing authority/
Commissioner will not exercise discretion
to make supplementary State System
payment: Regs silent on this; see
Commissioner’s Instruction
45

No
ie State System State Public
Sector employee
payments calculated under
Regs (State System)

Cth Award payment less than hypothetical
State System payment
1. employing authority/Commissioner will
make Cth Award payment first: Regs
silent on this
2. employing authority/Commissioner has
discretion to make a ‘top up’
supplementary State System payment.
‘Top up’ payment capped at amount that
would have been payable under just the
State System: regulations 13(7), 25(7),
26(6), 40(5)
In practice, employing authority/
Commissioner will exercise discretion to make
supplementary State System payment. Total
payment capped at amount that would have
been payable under just the State System:
Regs silent on this; see Commissioner’s
Instruction

“(a) a modern award, enterprise agreement or workplace determination made under the Fair Work Act
2009 (Commonwealth); or (b) a transitional instrument as defined in the Fair Work (Transitional
Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 2009 (Commonwealth) Schedule 2 item 2;”
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